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TWISPER hits one million global downloads as it launches in the UK 
and continues to disrupt the online recommendations industry 

 
 
London, 13 October 2020 – Swiss start-up TWISPER has reached the iconic milestone of one million 
downloads in more than 150 countries in less than a year as it begins its campaign to grow its UK user 
community and support the hospitality industry.  Based in Geneva and available in 10 different 
languages, the fast-growing social app that provides its users with only positive and personal 
recommendations wants to revolutionise the online review industry. 
 
Negative comments, personal data sold for profit, unfair ratings and fake reviews: TWISPER is calling 
for change in a polluted and noisy online world. The free social app allows users to share and discover 
personal and positive-only recommendations of restaurants, hotels and bars from a community of 
friends and trusted partners through digital word of mouth. As in real life, we go to friends for unbiased 
and authentic recommendations to discover great places to eat, sleep and drink. 
 
Antonio Canton, CEO & founder of TWISPER, comments: “TWISPER prides itself on hitting an 
enormous milestone, reaching one million downloads on our social app in less than 12 months despite 
2020 being a challenging year, especially for the hospitality industry. Now more than ever, there is an 
increasingly popular demand for positivity, trustworthiness and transparency. We are disrupting the 
online recommendation industry with a positive ecosystem that benefits everyone: users, businesses 
and partners. In the next five years we want to become the leading, most trustworthy social app for 
users and the number one digital word-of-mouth marketing tool for businesses. We’re delighted to 
launch the app in the UK and provide vital support to the hospitality sector at this time. We already 
have many fantastic venues located across the UK listed on the app and we’ll be working with some 
very exciting brand partners to help us grow our UK community” 
 
TWISPER refuses to use data for revenue purposes, which makes it a unique and disruptive business 
model, unlike major online recommendation platforms and GAFA’s tech giants, who make huge profits 
by selling user data. 
 
This virtuous circle is supported by a growing number of partners that have joined this positive 
revolution, including trusted travel and tourism magazines such as easyJet Traveller and National 
Geographic Traveller UK, and award-winning brand ambassadors within the hospitality sector like 
Michelin-starred chef Philippe Chevrier and award-winning Swiss bartender Dirk Hany. 
 
Today more than ever, TWISPER aims to bring back fairness and positivity to the gastronomy and 
hospitality sectors. As part of its commitment to the industry, TWISPER has recently joined 
UKHospitality, the trade body that is the authoritative voice for over 700 companies working to ensure 
that the hospitality industry’s needs are effectively represented. Through its membership, TWISPER 
will continue to support businesses as they mount a recovery following the devastating effects of the 
global pandemic. 
 
With no negative comments, no unfair ratings and no fake profiles, TWISPER’s unique digital word-of-
mouth platform helps hospitality businesses attract their clients’ friends via the TWISPER community. 

https://twisper.com/partners/easyjet-traveller/
https://twisper.com/partners/national-geographic-traveller/
https://twisper.com/partners/national-geographic-traveller/
https://twisper.com/partners/philippe-chevrier/
https://twisper.com/partners/dirk-hany/


With a zero ‘cost-per-click’ model and a zero-commission booking button, TWISPER eliminates client-
to-business intermediaries and offers a transparent pricing structure with a low monthly fee and no 
additional hidden costs. 
 
TWISPER is free and available on iOS and Android  
 
Find out more about TWISPER Business now at business.twisper.com. 
 

-Ends- 
 
  
About TWISPER 
Founded in Switzerland in 2017, TWISPER is a free social app to share and discover personal and 
positive-only recommendations of restaurants, hotels and bars from a community of friends and 
trusted partners. On TWISPER, there are no negative comments, no unfair ratings and no selling of 
user data. People simply recommend the places they love in an easy, unique and positive way thanks 
to “digital word of mouth”.  
We’re scaled to go global: our app is already translated into 10 languages, with additional languages 
implemented each month, and our users are active in more than 150 countries. With more than 50 
full-time employees, offices in Geneva and Lisbon and an ever-growing global community of users, 
partners and businesses, TWISPER is leading a positive revolution in the online recommendations 
industry. 
For more information, please visit www.twisper.com.  
TWISPER is free and available on iOS and Android 
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